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Path integral molecular dynamics simulations, combined with an ab initio evaluation of interactions using
electronic structure theory, incorporate the quantum mechanical nature of both the electrons and nuclei,
which are essential to accurately describe systems containing light nuclei. However, path integral simulations
have traditionally required a computational cost around two orders of magnitude greater than treating the
nuclei classically, making them prohibitively costly for most applications. Here we show that the cost of path
integral simulations can be dramatically reduced by extending our ring polymer contraction approach to ab
initio molecular dynamics simulations. By using density functional tight binding as a reference system, we
show that our ring polymer contraction scheme gives rapid and systematic convergence to the full path integral
density functional theory result. We demonstrate the efficiency of this approach in ab initio simulations of
liquid water and the reactive protonated and deprotonated water dimer systems. We find that the vast
majority of the nuclear quantum effects are accurately captured using contraction to just the ring polymer
centroid, which requires the same number of density functional theory calculations as a classical simulation.
Combined with a multiple time step scheme using the same reference system, which allows the time step to
be increased, this approach is as fast as a typical classical ab initio molecular dynamics simulation and 35×
faster than a full path integral calculation, while still exactly including the quantum sampling of nuclei. This
development thus offers a route to routinely include nuclear quantum effects in ab initio molecular dynamics
simulations at negligible computational cost.
Keywords: Path integral quantum mechanics, path integral molecular dynamics, multiple time scale molecular
dynamics, ring polymer contraction, PIMD, RPMD, CMD, AIMD
I.

INTRODUCTION

Obtaining an accurate theoretical description of the
atomistic properties of chemical and biological systems
requires the development of ab initio simulation approaches that explicitly include the quantum mechanical
nature of both the electrons and nuclei. Ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulations, where the interactions
are obtained from on-the-fly evaluation of the electronic
structure, include the quantum nature of the electrons
but treat the nuclei as classical particles. Path integral
molecular dynamics (PIMD) simulations allow the exact inclusion of nuclear quantum effects (NQEs) in static
equilibrium (imaginary time) properties by exploiting the
mapping of a quantum system onto an extended classical
system of ring polymers comprised of multiple replicas
(beads) of the classical system, with harmonic springs
that link adjacent replicas of each atom in the system1–3 .
By combining PIMD with AIMD, the resulting ab initio path integral molecular dynamics (AI-PIMD) simulations4–6 thus allow one to capture the full interplay of
nuclear and electronic quantum effects.
The imaginary time path integral formalism, which
forms the basis of PIMD, also provides the foundation for
a number of approximations to the quantum dynamics of
chemical systems. These range from methods that utilize
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imaginary time information to obtain their initial conditions7 , to those which analytically continue the imaginary
time data8,9 , to those that utilize the dynamics of the
imaginary path itself to approximate quantum dynamics,
such as ring polymer molecular dynamics (RPMD)10,11
and centroid molecular dynamics (CMD)12 .
Despite their utility, PIMD and RPMD have traditionally required a considerable increase in computational
cost compared to classical simulations. In particular, the
stiff equations of motion result in non-ergodic dynamics,
which limits the time step that can be used and also the
sampling efficiency13 . This has led to the development of
coordinate transformations and advanced thermostatting
methods to alleviate these issues14–18 . However, even
when these issues are addressed, another significant challenge remains: the need to create multiple replicas of the
system. Each of these replicas requires the evaluation of
the potential energy and forces on all of its atoms. Since
obtaining the forces is the rate limiting step in AIMD
calculations, the need to create the P replicas makes the
cost of an AI-PIMD simulation at least P times higher
than the corresponding AIMD simulation. The number
of replicas required depends on the highest frequency in
the system, and for typical hydrogen-containing systems
at room temperature is around 32 for most properties,
but can rise as high as 128 if high accuracy of fluctuation
properties, such as the heat capacity, is required19,20 .
A number of methods have been proposed to reduce the number of replicas required to converge AIPIMD simulations. Two particularly popular approaches
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are higher order factorization schemes21 and approaches
based on the generalized Langevin equation (GLE)17,18 .
These methods are able to considerably reduce the number of replicas required, although both suffer from certain
limitations. The former requires the use of the Hessian
in the calculation of atomic forces, making it impractical for AIMD, where obtaining the Hessian is very expensive. This has led to the introduction of simulation
schemes that evolve the system under the standard PIMD
Hamiltonian and then utilize thermodynamic reweighting and higher order estimators to recover the rapid convergence with the number of replicas. However, the efficiency of reweighting decreases with system size, limiting
its use to small systems22 . The latter approach of employing colored noise via GLE dynamics has been shown
to greatly accelerate the convergence of properties, such
as the quantum kinetic energy, in simulations ranging
from aqueous systems23,24 to enzymes25 . However, although noise matrices have been created that can be applied to a wide range of systems26 , the generation of new
ones requires additional parameterization. A given noise
matrix will also only accelerate the convergence of the
specific correlations of the imaginary time path, such as
the virial kinetic energy estimator, that were targeted in
the parameterization18,27 . In addition, due to the nonequilibrium nature of the GLE dynamics, the probability distribution produced cannot be related to a welldefined ensemble, making its combination with Monte
Carlo or reweighting unfeasible. Finally, neither of these
approaches yield dynamics that can be interpreted in the
context of CMD or RPMD, limiting their use to static
equilibrium properties.
A particularly appealing scheme that does not suffer from these deficiencies is ring polymer contraction
(RPC)28 . RPC employs a different approach: instead of
reducing the total number of replicas, P , it reduces the
cost of evaluating the forces on each of them. To achieve
this, RPC exploits the fact that the replicas are kept close
in space due to the strong harmonic spring terms between
them. As a result, any smoothly varying interaction can
be approximated with negligible error on a much coarser
representation of the imaginary time path, i.e. one with
fewer replicas. For systems where the forces can be split
into components that vary smoothly in space and those
which vary rapidly, one can exploit this observation by
evaluating the rapidly varying components on all replicas and the smoothly varying ones on a contracted ring
polymer comprised of fewer replicas, P 0 . If this splitting
is constructed such that the computational cost of the
rapidly varying forces is negligible compared to that of
the smoothly varying forces, one can decrease the cost of
the force evaluations by a factor of P/P 0 . Despite the
evaluation of some of the forces on the contracted ring
polymer, these forces are exactly projected back onto the
full ring polymer. Thus at any instant the positions and
forces on the full imaginary time path (ring polymer)
representing each particle are known.

The RPC approach has previously been shown to be
highly effective in reducing the cost of PIMD and RPMD
simulations with empirical potentials by using separation
of the inter- and intramolecular forces28 , by range separation of the Coulomb potential29 and in polarizable force
fields by splitting of the contributions to the polarization30 . In these applications, the properties of interest
converged systematically with the number of contracted
replicas used and convergence was typically achieved
with P 0 =1 to P 0 =6, allowing significant increases in efficiency and achieving near classical computational cost
with P 0 =1. In addition, RPC has a well defined Hamiltonian which can be used to assess integration accuracy and
allows combination of RPC with reweighting or replica
exchange techniques. Finally, since RPC is simply an approximation to some of the interactions, it can be used
to perform CMD and RPMD simulations from which approximate quantum dynamics can be obtained. However,
despite the success of these splittings for empirical force
fields, the interactions obtained from electronic structure
methods can not be trivially split into different types.
Here we show it is possible to extend RPC to AI-PIMD
while retaining all its desirable features. In particular, we
demonstrate that our ab initio RPC (AI-RPC) scheme
gives rapid convergence to the full AI-PIMD result obtained from density functional theory (DFT) for systems
ranging from the reactive protonated and deprotonated
water dimers to liquid water, by using self consistent
charge density functional tight binding (SCC-DFTB)31
as a reference system. We show that this convergence
can usually be obtained with P 0 = 1 contracted replicas
for many properties, with full convergence by P 0 = 6.
Further, by exploiting the smoothness in real as well as
imaginary time generated by this choice of reference potential, we can increase the time step to 2 fs by using
a multiple time scale (MTS) propagation scheme. This
combination of MTS and AI-RPC enables a further decrease of the computational cost of the method, yielding
a scheme which is in many cases cheaper than a standard classical AIMD simulation while achieving an exact
treatment of the NQEs. This development thus opens
the door to performing ab initio simulations that include
NQEs routinely at negligible extra computational cost.

II.

THEORY

In this section we briefly review the RPC formalism
and outline the details necessary for its combination with
ab initio evaluation of the interactions by using a reference force.
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A.

Ring Polymer Contraction

The Hamiltonian of a system of N classical particles
of masses mi is given by
H=

N
X
p2i
+ V (r1 , . . . , rN ),
2mi
i=1

(1)

where in AIMD the potential energy V (r1 , . . . , rN ) is obtained from an electronic structure calculation. The dynamics generated by this Hamiltonian gives rise to classical nuclear sampling of the electronic surface. For distinguishable particles the path integral expression for the
quantum partition function corresponding to this Hamiltonian is
!Z
Z
N r
Y
β
1
mi
f
ZP =
d
p
df r e− P HP (p,r) ,
(2π~)f i=1 m̃i
(2)
where f = 3N P , P is the number of replicas and β =
1/(kB T ). HP (p, r) is the PIMD Hamiltonian,
HP (p, r) = H0 (p, r) +

P
X

(j)

(j)

V (r1 , . . . , rN ),

(3)

j=1

the remaining difference force will be smoothly varying
in space. If this is the case, the smoothly varying force
can be accurately approximated by evaluating it on a contracted ring polymer. This is achieved by mapping the
P -replica ring polymer positions, r, onto a contracted set
(j 0 ) 0 =1...P 0
of positions, r0 ≡ {ri }ji=1...N
, of P 0 ≤ P replicas using
the transformation
(j 0 )

ri

=

H0 (p, r) =

i=1 j=1

(j)

p≡

(j)
{pi }j=1...P
i=1...N ,

r≡

(j) j=1...P
{ri }i=1...N

(6)

If one constructs the reference system such that it captures the rapidly varying parts of the full interactions,

= ri =

P
1 X (j)
r .
P j=1 i

(8)

For intermediate values, the transformation creates a
contracted set of P 0 positions which approximately represent the full ring polymer (effectively taking a lower-order
Fourier representation of the imaginary time path). The
slowly varying difference force can then be evaluated on
(j 0 )
the contracted positions, fi,diff , and then projected back
onto the full ring polymer representing each particle:
0

(j)
fi,diff

(5)

for the full set of ring polymer momenta and positions,
respectively. The Hamiltonian in Eq. 3 corresponds to
a set of P copies of the physical system, where the adjacent replicas representing each particle are connected
by harmonic springs of frequency ωP = P/(β~). As
P → ∞, the classical dynamics generated by this Hamiltonian samples the exact quantum mechanical partition
function. However, evaluating this Hamiltonian requires
P electronic structure calculations, to compute V (r(j) )
for each of the P replicas.
Let us now consider splitting the full force on a particle
ffull , which requires a full electronic structure calculation
to obtain, into a reference component fref and the remaining difference force,
fdiff = ffull − fref .

ri

!

(4)
is the free ring polymer Hamiltonian, with cyclic boundary conditions, j + P ≡ j, implied. The dynamical (sampling) masses m̃i do not have to be the same as the physical masses mi and in PIMD simulations are typically set
based on computational convenience. We use the notation

(7)

A number of ways to achieve this transformation are
possible. Here we use our previously introduced normal mode contraction procedure, where the ring polymer
is transformed to its local normal mode representation.
The P − P 0 normal modes with the highest frequencies,
which interact most weakly with the physical potential,
are then discarded and the remaining P 0 normal modes
are transformed back to the coordinate representation28 .
The required transformation matrix, Tj 0 j , is given in
Ref. 28 and can be simply evaluated and applied at negligible computational cost. In the limiting cases, the net
effect of this transformation is such that when P 0 = P ,
it leaves the ring polymer unchanged and when P 0 = 1
it contracts the ring polymer to its centroid, ri ,
(j 0 =P 0 =1)

1
|pi |2
(j)
(j−1) 2
|
+ mi ωP2 |ri − ri
2m̃i
2

(j)

Tj 0 j ri .

j=1

where
P
N X
X

P
X

P
P X
(j 0 )
= 0
Tj 0 j fi,diff ,
P 0

(9)

j =1

in which the factor of P/P 0 on the right-hand side arises
naturally from the ratio of the number of replicas in the
full and contracted system28 . With this contracted approximation to the difference force, the full force on each
ring polymer is
0

(j)

fi

(j)

= fi,ref +

P
P X
(j 0 )
Tj 0 j fi,diff
0
P 0
j =1
0

(j)

= fi,ref

P
 0

P X
(j )
(j 0 )
Tj 0 j fi,full − fi,ref ,
+ 0
P 0

(10)

j =1

where the second equality follows from the definition of
the difference force (Eq. 6). Hence the computationally
expensive full force only needs to be evaluated P 0 times
for each configuration, rather than P times as in a standard PIMD simulation.
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Although the forces in Eq. 10 are an approximation
to the full forces on each replica, the dynamics generated from them formally conserve a well defined Hamiltonian28
HP0 (p, r)

= H0 (p, r) +

P
X

0

(j)
Vref (r)

j=1

P
P X (j 0 ) 0
Vdiff (r ),
+ 0
P 0
j =1

(11)
where Vref and Vdiff are the potential energies that correspond to the reference and difference forces, respectively,
and together replace the potential energy term in Eq. 3.
The existence of this Hamiltonian allows energy conservation to be checked during dynamics to assess integration
accuracy and also enables the combination of RPC with
reweighting schemes and methods that require a well defined ensemble.
It is important to note that since the contracted forces
are projected back onto the full ring polymers which are
then evolved in time under these forces, the positions
of all the replicas that comprise full ring polymer are
known. These P replica positions can therefore be used
to evaluate any position dependent property at each time
step. For both forces and potential energies, one naturally generates the contracted estimators for them during
the RPC evolution (Eqs. 10 and 11). The forces on each
replica obtained in a PIMD simulation can be used to
compute the quantum kinetic energy of a particle, i, as
the ensemble average of the virial estimator32 ,
Ti (r) =

P
1 X (j)
3kB T
(j)
−
(r − ri ) · fi .
2
2P j=1 i

(12)

However, for these properties an alternative approach
to achieve more accurate results from a RPC trajectory
is to use uncontracted estimators (UE)28 . These UEs
are evaluated by performing full (uncontracted) potential and force evaluations on the full P replica configurations generated from the contracted simulation. This
post-processing of the RPC configurations requires extra
full potential and force evaluations and hence some additional cost. However, by choosing to only post-process
a subset of frames, one can take advantage of the fact
that adjacent time steps are heavily correlated, and hence
evaluating the UE adds comparatively little computational overhead.
B.

Constructing a reference system

RPC provides a way to save computational effort by
using a physically motivated approximation in the evaluation of physical interactions in the system while still
retaining the full dimensionality of the P -replica imaginary time path. The form of our contraction transformation, Eq. 7, and the definition of the difference force,
Eq. 6, guarantee convergence as P 0 → P . However, the
rate of this convergence and the computational cost savings obtained from reducing the number of replicas in the

contracted ring polymer depend crucially on the creation
of an efficient reference system that accurately captures
the rapidly varying parts of the interactions in the full
system and thus leaves a slowly varying difference force.
The objective is therefore to construct a reference force
fref which, when taken from the full electronic structure
force ffull , leaves a remaining force fdiff that can be well
approximated on the contracted polymer. The reference
force for an AI-RPC approach should thus satisfy the
following requirements:
1. It is computationally quick to evaluate compared to
performing the full electronic structure calculation
(ideally by at least a factor of 10).
2. It gives a difference force that is smoothly varying
in space.
3. It does not make assumptions on chemical bonding,
i.e. it allows bond breaking and formation as the
simulation progresses.
It is vital to note that the reference force only has to
leave a slowly varying remainder — i.e. the reference
force can be something that would give a very poor result for the dynamics and structure of the system if used
alone (without the difference force which corrects for its
deficiencies). For example, when applied to empirical potentials, RPC has previously been shown to be successful
even when the reference force was chosen as just the intramolecular force28 . Hence, used alone, this reference
system would predict no interactions between molecules
(an ideal gas). However, the presence of the difference
force on the contracted replicas corrects for this, and it
was shown28 that convergence of many structural properties of liquid water was obtained even with P 0 = 1.
The idea of a reference system has natural origins
in the MTS molecular dynamics community, where the
reversible reference systems propagator algorithm (rRESPA)33 was formulated as a method to allow efficient time-reversible symplectic propagation in molecular
dynamics simulations with multiple components of the
force which vary on different time scales. Whereas MTS
schemes exploit the slowly varying nature of some forces
in real time to extend the propagation time step, RPC
takes advantage of the spatially smooth variation of the
forces in the imaginary time of the path integral. Thus,
the considerations needed for a good reference force in
the two approaches are similar. This suggests that for
systems where a suitable reference force can be identified, it can be used to naturally utilize both MTS and
RPC in a simulation.
This complementarity is illustrated in Fig. 1, which
shows the force autocorrelation function of all the protons in the protonated water dimer along the imaginary
time path (left panel) and in real time (right panel) obtained from a 32 replica PIMD simulation. The full DFT
force (blue line) decays rapidly along the imaginary time
path, which extends from iτ = 0 to β~ (in the language
of the discretized ring polymer, from replica 1 to 32 in
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C.

Multiple time scale integration

Given the natural complementarity of MTS, which exploits the smoothness of the difference force in real time,
and RPC, which exploits its smoothness in imaginary
time, we combine both approaches in our simulations.
Since the utility and theory behind MTS approaches
are well established and that we have previously combined RPC and MTS a number of times for empirical
potentials42–45 , here we only sketch the relevant details
specific to our combination with AI-RPC.
The MTS integration used here was given by the factorization of the propagator
exp (iL∆t) =
exp (iLγ ∆t/2) exp (iLdiff ∆t/2) ×

M

[exp (iLref δt/2) exp (iL0 δt) exp (iLref δt/2)]
exp (iLdiff ∆t/2) exp (iLγ ∆t/2) ,

×

(13)

1.0

hf(0) · f(t)i/hf(0) · f(0)iDFT

this case). Due to the cyclic boundary conditions on the
path, the furthest distance in imaginary time between
the replicas is at iτ = β~/2 (i.e. the force correlation
between replica 1 and replica 16). Likewise, in real time
the full force also rapidly decays and additionally exhibits
oscillations arising from bond vibrations.
We now consider using SCC-DFTB as the reference
force. The green line in Fig. 1 shows the difference
force which would be obtained using this choice. In both
real and imaginary time, the difference force is roughly
2 orders of magnitude smaller and is also much more
smoothly varying than the full force. This suggests that
the reference force captures almost all of the variation
of the full force both along the ring polymer as well as
in real time. Hence the SCC-DFTB reference force is
able to provide a smooth and small difference force in
both real and imaginary time. In addition, using a SCCDFTB reference for DFT also satisfies the other desirable
features such as the ability to make and break bonds and
computational savings of typically 2 orders of magnitude
over DFT due to the tabulation of the Hamiltonian and
overlap matrix elements and the use of a minimal valence
basis set34 .
One could also imagine using a number of other methods that have been suggested to split ab initio interactions for MTS schemes to extend RPC to ab initio
PIMD. For DFT, these range from using a reference
force generated by using reduced basis sets and noniterative Harris functionals35 , neglecting Hartree-Fock
exchange in hybrid functionals36 , range seperation of the
Coulomb operator37 or by using a reference empirical
force field37,38 . For higher level wavefunction methods,
such as MP2, reference forces that have been suggested
include neglecting the dynamic electron correlation39 , aggressive electron integral screening40 , and using DFT as
a reference for the higher level theory41 .
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FIG. 1. Force autocorrelation functions along the imaginary
time path (left panel) and in real time (right panel) for the
protons in the protonated water dimer from a 32 replica PIMD
simulation. The correlation function of the full DFT forces is
shown in blue, while the correlation function of the difference
between the DFT and DFTB forces is shown in green. Correlation functions are scaled relative to the full DFT result at
t=0 and iτ =0, hf (0) · f (0)iDFT . The insets show the details
of the difference force.

where ∆t = M δt is the outer time step and δt is the
inner time step. Here the propagator exp (iLγ ∆t/2)
evolves the system under the thermostat for the time interval ∆t/2 and exp (iLdiff ∆t/2) evolves the system momenta under the difference force by ∆t/2. In the inner
loop, exp (iLref δt/2) evolves the system momenta under
the reference force by half a small time step δt/2 and
exp (iL0 δt) evolves the system under the influence of the
free ring polymer Hamiltonian H0 by transforming to the
free ring polymer normal mode representation, which allows analytic integration. The explicit operations of each
of these propagators are given in Ref. 16.
One major consideration in MTS schemes, which does
not arise in RPC, is the existence of the resonance barrier, which limits the largest outer time step which can
be used46 . The first resonance can be shown to occur
when the outer time step exceeds ∆tmax = τ /π, where
τ is the time-period of the fastest mode in the problem46 . For liquid water, where the highest physical frequency is the O-H stretch at ∼3600 cm−1 , this yields a
value of ∆tmax =2.95 fs. However, the harmonic springs
linking the replicas in PIMD give rise to additional highfrequency modes. The highest ring polymer normal mode
frequency for the free ring polymer is16
ωRP,max =

2P
β~

(14)

and for a ring polymer in a physical harmonic potential
of frequency ω it shifts to
q
2
ωRP,max
+ ω2 .
(15)
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For liquid water with P = 32 at T =300 K, the highest frequency in the PIMD simulation is therefore ∼13345 cm−1
and hence the first resonance would be expected at
∆t=0.8 fs. To allow us to avoid the resonance barrier and
thus use larger outer time steps in our MTS simulations,
we use the standard procedure of shifting all the normal
mode frequencies to a single sufficiently low frequency by
adjusting the normal modes’ dynamical masses12,15,47 . In
cases where changing the masses is not an option, one
could consider coupling the highest normal modes to a
strong thermostat to surpass the resonance barrier using either colored noise48 or targeted white noise16 . The
PILE thermostat scheme achieves the latter by transforming to the normal mode representation and coupling
each normal mode to a Langevin thermostat with critical
damping based on its free ring polymer frequency. One
case where the masses of the normal modes are determined and should not be changed is when obtaining approximate quantum dynamics using the RPMD approach
where, m̃i = mi . In this case, the TRPMD method49 ,
which uses the PILE thermostat with a specific choice of
damping coefficients to obtain dynamics, might be advantageous, since it also has damping applied to the normal modes of the ring polymer. Indeed, results along
these lines do suggest that one may be able to go beyond
the first resonance barrier when the PILE equations of
motion are used42,45,50 .

III.

SIMULATION DETAILS

We performed AI-PIMD and AIMD and AI-RPC simulations of the gas-phase protonated and deprotonated
water dimer, and of bulk liquid water at T=300 K. The
liquid water simulations were performed under NVT conditions using a system of 64 water molecules with periodic
boundary conditions. A cubic box with sides of length
12.42 Å was used, giving a density of 1000.8 kg/m3 .
The benchmark quantum simulation of liquid water
used for comparison was performed using the PIGLET
scheme18 . Due to the accelerated convergence with the
number of replicas afforded by PIGLET, we use 6 replicas, which has previously been shown to give excellent
agreement for the position based properties and quantum kinetic energies to the exact path integral result18 .
In all other benchmark PIMD and in the AI-RPC simulations, the total number of replicas was set to P =32 and
the dynamical masses of all ring polymer normal modes
were rescaled to shift their frequencies to 500 cm−1 to
ensure accurate integration of the equations of motion15 .
The inner time step was δt=0.5 fs in all simulations and
in trajectories run with MTS, the outer time step was
∆t=2.0 fs (M =4). The PILE-G thermostat16 was used
to sample the canonical ensemble. In this thermostatting scheme, a critical damping Langevin thermostat is
attached to each ring polymer normal mode of each particle, while the total kinetic energy of the particle centroids is coupled to a single stochastic velocity rescaling

thermostat. In our classical MD simulations, the temperature was maintained using a single global stochastic
velocity rescaling thermostat51 . The i-PI program52 , including the implementation of MTS50 , was used to perform all the molecular dynamics simulations. Interactions were obtained by calling external electronic structure programs through the socket interface.
For the gas-phase protonated and deprotonated
dimers, DFT interactions were evaluated using the
B3LYP hybrid density functional53 and the 6-311++G**
basis set in the Gaussian program54 called through the
calculator provided by the Atomic Simulation Environment55 . SCC-DFTB31 interactions including diagonal
DFTB3 terms34 were evaluated in CP2K56 using the provided parameterization for O and H atoms.
In our liquid water simulations both the DFT and
SCC-DFTB interactions were evaluated using the CP2K
program56,57 . For the DFT interactions, we used the
revPBE generalized gradient approximation (GGA) density functional58,59 with the PBE DFT-D3 dispersion
correction60 . Atomic cores were represented using the
dual-space Goedecker-Tetter-Hutter pseudopotentials61 .
Kohn-Sham orbitals were expanded in a double ζ contracted Gaussian atomic basis set with polarization functions (DZVP) and a cutoff of 400 Ry was used for the
auxiliary plane-wave basis set of the GPW method62 .
The self-consistent field cycle was converged to an electronic gradient tolerance of SCF = 5 × 10−7 using the
orbital transformation method63 with the initial guess
provided by the always stable predictor-corrector extrapolation method64,65 at each molecular dynamics step.
SCC-DFTB interactions31 , including diagonal DFTB3
terms34 , were combined with the D3 dispersion correction60 and evaluated in periodic boundary conditions,
using Ewald summation for electrostatics.
For the protonated gas phase dimer, the benchmark
quantum trajectory was run for 125 ps and each of the
contracted simulations for at least 250 ps. For the deprotonated dimer, the benchmark trajectory was run for
120 ps and each contracted simulation for at least 300 ps.
For liquid water, the benchmark quantum trajectory was
80 ps and all other simulations were run for 100 ps. Uncontracted estimators were evaluated by post-processing
100 ps of the trajectory with configurations taken every 4 fs for the protonated and deprotonated dimers and
every 10 fs for liquid water. Statistical error estimates
on all the quantities reported were calculated using the
bootstrapping method as 99 % confidence intervals66 .

IV.

RESULTS

To assess the accuracy and efficiency of our AI-RPC
scheme, we performed simulations of the protonated and
deprotonated water dimers in the gas phase and of bulk
liquid water. The former two were chosen for the reactive nature of the proton defects, which allow us to test
the ability of our approach to capture on-the-fly making
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and breaking of chemical bonds. Liquid water was chosen to demonstrate the applicability of our method to
a condensed-phase system that exhibits a delicate balance between its NQEs. In particular, upon including
NQEs water exhibits increased hydrogen bond deformation, which acts to weaken the hydrogen bonded network
and destructure the liquid, and also increased proton
sharing in the hydrogen bond, which has the opposite
effect42 . Liquid water thus allows us to assess if these
competing quantum effects are correctly captured by AIRPC.

Protonated water dimer

We first consider the protonated water dimer (an excess proton shared between two water molecules). In
order to test the systematic convergence of our contraction scheme, Fig. 2 shows the quantum kinetic energy of
the shared proton (top panel) and the dangling hydro-
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δ = dOH − dO0 H ,

(16)

where dOH and dO0 H are the distances of the proton from
the oxygen atoms. Fig. 3 shows the probability distribution along the δ coordinate. Here a contraction to the
centroid combined with MTS using a 2 fs outer time step
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FIG. 2. Convergence of the proton kinetic energy with respect to the number of contracted replicas P 0 for the protonated water dimer. Kinetic energies from trajectories run
with a fixed total number of replicas P =32 and an increasing number of contracted replicas P 0 =1 to P 0 =8 are shown
in red. The values obtained using the uncontracted quantum
kinetic energy estimator (UE) evaluated on geometries from
the corresponding trajectories are shown in dark red. The top
panel shows data for the dangling protons, while the bottom
panel shows data for the shared proton. The quantum DFT
and DFTB results, shown as dotted lines, were obtained from
full 32-replica PIMD simulations. The axis on the right shows
the percentage of the total kinetic energy obtained relative to
the quantum DFT result. The classical contribution to the
kinetic energy for each proton is 1.5 kB T . Statistical error
estimates are indicated using error bars and shading.

Probability density

A.

gen nuclei (bottom panel) as the number of contracted
replicas, P 0 , is increased. Due to the protons’ different
chemical environments, the quantum kinetic energy of
the weakly bound shared proton is 25 % less than that
of the hydrogen nuclei, which are covalently bound to
the water molecules. Already for a 1-replica contraction, which contracts the ring polymer to its centroid
for the evaluation of the DFT interactions, both kinetic
energies are within 3 % of the full quantum DFT result. This corresponds to an error of only 0.1 kB T and is
therefore already sufficiently converged for all practical
purposes, and indeed is within the statistical sampling
error of most AI-PIMD simulations. As the number of
contracted replicas is increased, the result is observed to
systematically converge to the exact quantum result by
P 0 = 8, allowing high precision to be obtained by increasing the contraction level. In contrast, a standard
PIMD simulation with 8 replicas gives an error in the
kinetic energy of ∼23 %. Using uncontracted estimators
(UE) to post-process the trajectories brings the error of
the 1-replica contraction to below 0.05 kB T . In all cases,
the oxygen nuclei kinetic energies were found to be within
0.01 kB T of the full quantum DFT result, which is within
the statistical error bars of our simulations. In addition,
using MTS to increase the outer time step to 2 fs gave
almost identical kinetic energies for P 0 = 1 and P 0 = 6
as well as for the UE for P 0 = 1 (not shown in the plot
since the points overlap with those shown), compared to
the 0.5 fs simulations, suggesting that the combination
with MTS introduces negligible error.
To characterize the position of a proton between two
oxygen atoms, we use the proton sharing coordinate δ
defined as

Classical DFT
Quantum DFTB
Quantum DFT
RPC-1b-2.0fs

−0.8 −0.6 −0.4 −0.2 0.0 0.2
δ [Å]

0.4

0.6

0.8

FIG. 3. Probability densities along the proton transfer coordinate, δ, for the protonated water dimer at 300 K. The quantum DFT and DFTB results were obtained from 32-replica
PIMD simulations.
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FIG. 4. Probability densities of the O-O distance for the protonated water dimer at 300 K. The quantum DFT and DFTB
results were obtained from 32-replica PIMD simulations.

(RPC-1b-2.0fs) is sufficient to capture the broader distribution of proton positions within the statistical error
bars, which is not captured by either classical DFT or
the quantum simulation of the pure DFTB system. This
wider distribution of the shared proton positions upon including NQEs changes the strength of the binding to the
water molecules and thus also changes the O-O distance
distribution shown in Fig. 4. Again, AI-RPC is in excellent agreement with the full quantum DFT results, even
with a centroid contraction. The O-O distribution is also
captured almost exactly by a pure quantum DFTB simulation. However, since the quantum DFTB simulation
does not obtain the correct quantum proton δ distribution, this agreement is likely fortuitous.

B.

Deprotonated water dimer

Probability density
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4.8
1

The deprotonated water dimer provides a particularly
interesting test case, as NQEs cause a qualitative change
in the behavior of the shared proton67 . With classical
nuclei, a double peak in the distribution of the proton sharing coordinate δ is observed, i.e. it exists primarily as a hydroxide ion bound to one of the water
molecules, H2 O−OH– , with frequent switching in which
oxygen atom holds the proton defect. However, upon including NQEs this distribution changes to a single broad
peak i.e. corresponding to a situation that more closely
resembles a delocalized proton bound between two hy–
droxide like species, [HO−H−OH] . This presents a more
challenging test case, since the DFTB reference system is
a much poorer approximation to DFT for this problem.
For example, in contrast to DFT, a classical DFTB simulation already predicts that the proton should be symmetrically tightly shared even without NQEs included.

0.0

FIG. 5.
Probability densities along the proton transfer
coordinate, δ, for the deprotonated water dimer at 300 K.
The quantum DFT and DFTB results were obtained from
32-replica PIMD simulations.

Proton KE [kB T]

2.2

Classical DFT
Quantum DFTB
Quantum DFT
RPC-1b-2.0fs
RPC-6b-2.0fs

H nuclei KE [kB T]

Probability density

Classical DFT
Quantum DFTB
Quantum DFT
RPC-1b-2.0fs

2

4

90 %

6

Number of contracted replicas P0
FIG. 6. Convergence of the proton kinetic energy with respect to the number of contracted beads P 0 for the deprotonated water dimer. Kinetic energies from trajectories run
with a fixed total number of replicas P =32 and the number
of contracted replicas from P 0 =1 to P 0 =6 and multiple time
stepping (M =4, ∆t=2.0 fs) are shown in red. The values
obtained using the uncontracted quantum kinetic energy estimator (UE) evaluated on geometries from the corresponding
trajectories are shown in dark red. The top panel shows data
for the shared proton and the bottom panels shows the data
for the dangling H nuclei. The quantum DFT and DFTB
results, shown as dotted lines, were obtained from full 32replica PIMD simulations. The axis on the right shows the
percentage of the total kinetic energy obtained relative to the
quantum DFT result. The classical contribution to the kinetic energy for each proton is 1.5 kB T . The shading around
the lines and error bars show the statistical error estimates.
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Owing to the tight binding approximation in DFTB,
the method generally performs better for covalently
bonded systems, and shows notable deficiencies in describing the structure of weakly bound and hydrogen
bonded systems68–70 . This problem is apparent for liquid
water, where, as shown in top panel of Fig. 7, the quantum DFTB O-O radial distribution function (RDF) lacks
any structure beyond the first peak71 . From this, one
might expect that an AI-RPC scheme based on DFTB
would converge very slowly for liquid water as the number
of contracted replicas is increased. However, as shown
in Fig. 7, AI-RPC with contraction to a single replica
yields RDFs that are graphically identical to full quantum DFT, thus further demonstrating the robustness of
our approach.
The reason for the rapid convergence can be elucidated
by examining the O-H and H-H RDFs obtained from
pure DFTB, where the first (intramolecular) peaks show
good agreement, while the remaining ones are noticeably
shifted and broadened compared to DFT. As highlighted
in Sec. II B, the main requirement for a good choice of the
reference force for our AI-RPC scheme is that it yields a
smoothly varying difference force when subtracted from
the full DFT force. Hence, while DFTB does not capture the smoothly varying interactions at longer ranges
in DFT correctly, these are corrected by the full DFT
interactions, evaluated on the contracted replicas.
The accuracy of AI-RPC using a DFTB reference force
is also apparent in the rapid convergence of the local geometries of the hydrogen bonds in water engendered in

5
Classical DFT
Quantum DFTB
Quantum DFT
RPC-1b-2.0fs

0.0
C.

4

2.5

O-H RDF

The degradation in the reference system leads to a centroid contracted result (RPC-1b-2.0fs) for the proton δ
distribution, shown in Fig. 5, which does not capture all
of the quantum DFT result and still retains a remnant of
the classical-like double peak structure. However, even
with the poorer reference, increasing the number of contracted replicas to P 0 = 6 allows good agreement with the
quantum DFT results to be obtained, again highlighting
the systematic convergence of AI-RPC.
This slower convergence with the number of contracted
replicas due to the poorer performance of the DFTB reference also manifests strongly in the quantum kinetic energies in Fig. 6, where a 1-replica contraction gives an error of 0.54 kB T (11.9 %) for the shared proton. This error
decreases to a much more acceptable value of 0.16 kB T
(3.5 %) when 6 contracted replicas are used, which still
gives a considerable reduction in computational cost compared to a full quantum DFT calculation. In addition,
using UEs reduces the error in the kinetic energy from
a 1-replica contraction to within 0.17 kB T (3.7 %) and
0.08 kB T (1.5 %) of the exact result for the proton and H
nuclei, respectively. Using UEs with 4 contracted replicas, gives kinetic energies that are within the error bars
of the full quantum DFT result.

1.0
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3

4
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6

r [Å]
FIG. 7.
Radial distribution functions of liquid water at
300 K obtained from AI-RPC and comparison simulations.
The quantum DFT results were obtained from a 6-replica
PIGLET simulation, while the quantum DFTB results were
obtained using a 32-replica PIMD simulation. A 1-replica
contraction with a 2 fs outer time step (RPC-1b-2.0fs) is observed to give results graphically identical to the full quantum
DFT result.

the distribution of the proton sharing coordinate δ in
Fig. 8 and in the distribution of hydrogen bond angles θ
in Fig. 9. These distributions, which show large quantum
effects, describe the delocalization of protons in hydrogen
bonds in the direction along the hydrogen bond (δ) and
perpendicular to it (θ). The quantum effects on these two
coordinates are in competition, with the shift towards
more shared protons (values of δ closer to 0) strength-
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Competing quantum effects are also known to manifest
in the quantum kinetic energy of liquid water. Hence,
finally we consider the convergence of the quantum kinetic energy of H and O nuclei in liquid water, shown in
Fig. 10. Again, systematic convergence to the quantum
DFT result is obtained with an error even with a contraction to 1 replica being within 1.2 %, or 0.07 kB T of
the exact result for the H nuclei, which becomes indistinguishable from the statistical error bars of the exact
result (below 0.05 %) with a 6-replica contraction. Using UEs on the centroid contracted trajectory reduces
the differences in the quantum kinetic energy from the
benchmark to 0.74 % for H nuclei and 0.04 % for O nuclei, within the statistical error bar of the exact result of
our 100 ps simulations.

−2.0

−1.5

−1.0
δ [Å]

−0.5

0.0

FIG. 8. Distribution of the proton transfer coordinate, δ,
in liquid water at 300 K from AI-RPC and comparison simulations. The quantum DFT results shown obtained from a
6-replica PIGLET simulation, while the quantum DFTB results were obtained using a 32-replica PIMD simulation. A
1-replica contraction with a 2 fs outer time step (RPC-1b2.0fs) is observed to give results graphically identical to the
full quantum DFT result. The atom distances are labeled in
a snapshot of a hydrogen bond.

H nuclei KE [kB T]

1

O nuclei KE [kB T]

Probability density

ening the hydrogen bond network, and the larger range
of angles explored (values of θ further from 180°) weakening it. Therefore, the ability to describe both of these
distributions accurately is closely related to the ability
to describe the delicate balance of the competing quantum effects in liquid water. All the geometric properties
obtained from our 1-replica contraction simulation were
identical to those from simulations with contraction to 6
replicas, confirming that centroid contraction has already
converged to the result that would be obtained from a full
32 bead PIMD simulation.
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Probability density
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FIG. 9. Distribution of the hydrogen bond angle, θ, in liquid
water at 300 K from AI-RPC and comparison simulations.
The quantum DFT results shown obtained from a 6-replica
PIGLET simulation, while the quantum DFTB results were
obtained using a 32-replica PIMD simulation. A 1-replica
contraction with a 2 fs outer time step (RPC-1b-2.0fs) is observed to give results graphically identical to the full quantum
DFT result. The angle θ is labeled in a snapshot of a hydrogen
bond.

FIG. 10.
Convergence of the hydrogen (top panel) and
oxygen (bottom panel) nuclei quantum kinetic energy in liquid water with respect to the number of contracted replicas
P 0 . Kinetic energies from trajectories run with a fixed total
number of replicas P =32 and an increasing number of contracted replicas P 0 =1,3,6 and multiple time stepping (M =4,
∆t=2.0 fs) are shown in red. The values obtained using the
uncontracted quantum kinetic energy estimator (UE) evaluated on geometries from the P 0 =1 and P 0 =3 trajectories
are shown in dark red. The quantum DFT results were obtained from a 6-replica PIGLET simulation, while the quantum DFTB results were obtained using a full 32-replica PIMD
simulation. The axis on the right shows the percentage of the
total kinetic energy obtained relative to the quantum DFT result. The classical contribution to the kinetic energy for each
nucleus is 1.5 kB T . Statistical error estimates are indicated
using error bars and shading.
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V.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In summary, our results show that for both liquid water
and the reactive protonated and deprotonated dimer systems, our AI-RPC scheme for DFT, using an SCC-DFTB
reference force, is able to obtain quantitative accuracy for
a wide range of structural and energetic properties using
contraction to the centroid. Indeed, to distinguish the
1-replica (centroid) contraction results from the statistical error bars of the exact quantum DFT results required
trajectories of over 100 ps, which are much longer than
those typically performed for AIMD simulations (in total
in this study we performed over 3 ns of PIMD and AIRPC for the gas phase systems and over 300 ps for the
liquid water system). When compared to the impact of
other subtle factors which can affect the results of AIMD
simulations, such as basis set choice72 and finite system
size effects, such small discrepancies are likely to be unnoticeable in practical applications.
A centroid contracted AI-RPC simulation provides
considerable computational speed-ups. Combined with
an MTS scheme, a 1-replica contraction simulation reduces the number of DFT electronic structure calculations to evolve 2 fs in time from 128 (32 replicas and 4
time steps) to 1. This speed-up of two orders of magnitude would only be attainable if the cost of DFTB was
truly negligible compared to DFT. In practice, running
the current implementation on a single 16-core node (2x
Intel Xeon E5-2670), our centroid contracted simulation
of the 64 molecule liquid water system gave 5.6 ps of
dynamics per day, which is exactly the same as we obtained from a standard classical AIMD simulation (without MTS). This represents a 35× speed-up over a full
32-replica DFT simulation on the same hardware. Even
greater performance gains can be obtained if the difference in the computational cost of the two electronic structure methods was increased. This would be the case
with a faster DFTB implementation or when the DFT
calculations become more expensive, for example with a
larger basis set. Additionally, the protonated and deprotonated dimer systems demonstrated that DFTB can
act as a good reference potential for the hybrid B3LYP
functional, where due to the higher computational cost
of hybrid functionals, the speed-ups for condensed phase
systems would be nearer the theoretical maximum. The
reason our AI-RPC approach fared well for both a hybrid (B3LYP) and standard GGA (revPBE) exchange
correlation functional is that, as explained in Sec. II B,
the reference potential simply needs to capture the broad
essence of the full potential to leave a smooth difference
potential. Indeed, since the difference of SCC-DFTB
from any given density functional is so large compared to
the variation among them, it should be an equally good
reference for most functionals, making this combination
widely applicable. However, ongoing improvements to
DFTB’s ability to treat intermolecular interactions 34,71
offer the opportunity to bring it closer to DFT methods and allow even larger time steps and more aggressive

contractions to be achieved.
If even tighter accuracy is required, our results demonstrate that AI-RPC exhibits systematic convergence with
the number of contracted beads and that uncontracted
estimators provide a way to increase the accuracy of the
results by post-processing. Also, by examining the difference between the uncontracted and contracted estimator,
one can assess whether convergence has been obtained.
To understand the success of AI-RPC, it is important
to note that there is a fundamental difference between
the performance of the pure reference potential and a
centroid contraction. In AI-RPC the centroid positions
are still determined entirely by the full DFT forces and
only the higher normal modes of the ring polymers are
coupled to the reference forces. Hence it is instructive
to consider the most extreme case, where the reference
forces are zero. This case corresponds to moving under
the exact centroid force and then averaging the observables over the free ring polymer distribution (averaged
over the free particle position uncertainty). For interacting systems, this free ring polymer distribution can
be noticeably perturbed, e.g. in liquid water it is much
more confined along the O-H stretch coordinate. However, the perturbation to the distribution is dominated
by very strong forces in the physical potential, such as
chemical bonds. Therefore, the change in the shape of the
ring polymer can be accurately obtained using a reference
potential which is able to broadly capture these strong
forces. The local ring polymer distribution produced by
the reference potential can then be refined using additional full force evaluations by increasing the contraction
level.
Our results also suggest several potential directions for
future development. In particular, the success of the uncontracted estimators, which can be recognized to arise
as the zeroth-order cumulant in the expansion of the
reweighted trajectory22 , indicates that reweighting the
configurations generated from contracted simulations to
the full uncontracted Hamiltonian could provide an even
larger benefit to properties such as the kinetic energy
and also allow position based properties to be improved.
In a similar spirit, due to the well defined Hamiltonian,
AI-RPC could also enhance recently proposed path integral replica exchange schemes73 by allowing exchanges
between different contractions levels, removing the current need to change the number of degrees of freedom
upon exchange. If even higher accuracy is required, one
could also envisage using AI-RPC to generate trial moves
in a hybrid Monte Carlo scheme74 . Finally, analogously
to MTS, RPC is not limited to two levels of contraction and hence could be combined with an even higher
tier ab inito method50 at a third level to achieve very
high accuracy at moderate cost. For example, a threelevel contraction scheme could combine DFTB on all the
replicas, DFT on an intermediate number of replicas and
MP2 or another correlated method on the centroid.
In conclusion, our AI-RPC approach provides a
method to routinely include nuclear quantum effects ex-
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actly in the static equilibrium properties of ab initio
molecular dynamics simulations. Additionally, this development offers a unique way to reduce the computational cost of ab initio CMD and RPMD dynamics, enabling previously unfeasible applications.
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